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The Office of Public Prosecutions is seeking to improve its briefing process by broadening the pool of counsel available to prosecute indictable crime, and ensuring the skills and experience 
of barristers are matched appropriately to the matters 
in which they are briefed.
Please fill out this form if you are:
OR
First name
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Last name
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Date of admission to practice
dd/mm/yyyy
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Date of signing the Bar Roll
dd/mm/yyyy
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Relevant work undertaken prior to signing the Victorian Bar Roll
In 50 words or less
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Why are you interested in prosecution work?
In 150 words or less
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Have you previously been briefed to conduct prosecutions on behalf of the Victorian DPP?
.\point.png
If you have not been briefed to conduct prosecutions, please outline work you have undertaken that equips you 
to do prosecution work
.\point.png
Please provide details about the type and number of criminal hearings you have conducted (DPP or other)
.\point.png
Magistrates' Court
County Court
Supreme Court
Have you worked for other prosecution agencies?
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Briefly detail the agency/agencies, number and type of hearings
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Do you wish to be considered for Supreme Court trial briefs?
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Which jurisdiction do you prefer?(you can nominate both)
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Are you willing to appear in Regional Courts on circuit?
.\point.png
Have you undertaken 
any training relating to 
criminal prosecutions 
in the past five years?
.\point.png
Please briefly list
.\point.png
What is your preferred method for us to contact you regarding availability for a brief?
.\point.png
Please nominate which clerk and provide the best contact details
.\point.png
Please provide the best 
contact details
.\point.png
Thank you for taking the time to provide your details. This information will treated in the strictest confidence and will be taken into account by the Office of Public Prosecutions when decisions are made to brief members of the external bar. We will contact you if we require any further information or documentation from you.
If you would like to provide supporting documents, such as a curriculum vitae, please attach them to your email when you submit this form
If you have any questions, please email: briefings@opp.vic.gov.au
Click to submit form
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